Tech Prep for Graduation

Congratulations to the Class of 2021! With all the excitement of graduating, you may not be thinking about the status of your Pitt tech services. Before you Ctrl-Alt-Shift into being an alumnus, here are some tech considerations you need to know:

- **What you keep:** your Pitt computing account, including your Pitt email address; Pitt Password Manager (LastPass) account and Malwarebytes software; help from the 24/7 IT Help Desk; and select software programs.
- **What you lose:** access to most software, including Office 365; your Box and OneDrive cloud accounts; student discount programs; and institutional access to LinkedIn Learning (eventually—see below).
- **What you need to do:** transfer personal files in your Pitt cloud accounts to another cloud service or external drive; connect your LinkedIn and LinkedIn Learning profiles; and download a personal copy of Office 2019 from pitt.onthehub.com.
A LinkedIn Learning Summer

Pitt IT has negotiated continued access to LinkedIn Learning for recent graduates throughout the summer. Take classes on job searching, earn a career-related certificate, and prep for grad school entrance exams. Keep Learning ...

Tell Us How We're Doing

This year, tech played a more important role than ever. Your feedback helps us improve Pitt IT services. The first 500 students to complete our 10-question survey about their tech use win a Vudu streaming code. Take the Survey ...
From the Classroom to the Lab to the Community

See how senior CS major, Jeremy Olin used his tech knowledge as a Computing Lab attendant, and then applied them to a Grief to Action project that will benefit the whole community. Read More ...

Bits & Bytes

Pitt IT Student Employment Opportunities

Are you looking for summer employment and/or a student position in the 2021-22 academic year? From communications and business operations to technology support and service positions, Pitt IT offers a wide variety of student jobs requiring various levels of technical skills for both on-campus and remote employment! Apply today ...

Learning Opportunities from Adobe

Adobe is offering a series of free webcasts in the late spring and early summer. You don't have to be a graphic design whiz to benefits from these fantastic virtual seminars. See how Adobe products can improve your productivity and transform your creative spark into amazing results. Register for webinars at pi.tt/adobe.

Keep Social Media Fun and Safe

Social media is a big part of how we have fun, stay in touch, and get the news today. Unfortunately, scammers have learned how to capitalize on our online habits. Learn how scammers exploit social media and how you can block their plans ...
Scam Alert

The following scams are making the rounds.
(Report scams to Pitt IT if you receive one.)

1. ParkMobile Data Breach: ParkMobile experienced a data breach in March. If you use this app (not affiliated with Pitt, but used at many local parking facilities), you should change your password. (If you use the same/similar password on another account, consider changing those to a unique password as well.) Be vigilant for scams that may use the stolen data. Learn more about the ParkMobile breach ...

2. Tax Scam Alert: The IRS has reported that a tax refund scam is making the rounds, particularly targeting students and employees with .edu email addresses. Emails display the IRS logo and feature subject lines like “Tax Refund Payment” and "Recalculation of your tax refund payment." They ask recipients to click a link and submit a form that includes sensitive information. Read the IRS alert ...

Stay in Touch with Pitt This Summer

- Read the Panther Bytes blog for IT topics that impact you.
- Follow us on Instagram, Twitter, or Facebook @UPittIT.
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